
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

If you have any questions, or want to talk to                

someone about how you can support your child’s 

learning, let us know. 
 

 

 

 

Stoneygate Children’s Centre 

01772 257865   bursar@stoneygate.lancs.sch.uk 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Stoneygate Children’s Centre 

 
 

How can I help my child develop 

their early writing skills? 

 

 

Advice for Parent 



       

Writing in the Early Years 

 
Learning to control writing tools like pencils and                   

understanding what writing is all about is a gradual              

process. Children learn from experimenting and                     

practicing with a variety of different painting, drawing and 

writing ‘tools’ and develop fine manipulative skills. Children 

develop flexibility, control and hand eye coordination from a 

wide range of activities such as threading beads, fixing bricks 

together, completing puzzles, fastening buttons and feeding 

themselves. 

 

Children’s first marks are often scribbles—these are                  

important and should be valued as these marks slowly           

start to develop into drawing and letter like shapes often 

called ‘emergent writing’. By the time  children reach the 

age of 5 or 6, they should be able to write some letters and 

match them to sounds. With practice and encouragement 

they will use their knowledge to write and spell phonetically. 

To read, children need to understand how sounds, letters 

and words work. To write they also need to have developed 

the skills to hold and control a pencil accurately. 

 

 

Fun ideas for you to try at home… 

 
 Let your child experiment and complete their own 

forms. Keep junk forms or collect extra forms from the 

post office. 

 

 Provide lots of paper and pens. Let your child ‘have a 

go’ and create their own scribbles, marks or letters. 

These opportunities are much better for your child than 

colouring books and worksheets. 

 

 Let your child write inside greeting cards, postcards, 

labels or on gift tags. Save old cards and envelopes for 

them to use.  

 

 Give your child some paper while you write a shopping 

list and encourage them to have a go at making their 

own. 

 

 At bath time, spread shaving foam on the side of the 

bath and let your child have fuun making marks in it. 

 

 Buy some chunky chalks and let your child experiment 

outside on bricks, paving stones and concrete. They 

will also have fun washing it off, and it will also wash 

away when it rains. 

 

 Give your child a tub of water and an old paintbrush 

and let them make marks on the ground, fences and 

walls outside. 

 

Don’t forget...lots of praise and                           

encouragement! 



 
Children need you to act as writing role models… 

  
Let your child see you write for different purposes. Boys          

especially need to see male relatives writing too. It is          

important that children see that writing is a useful skill that is 

used every day, for example filling in forms, writing letters or 

cards, jotting a note on the calendar, writing a shopping list 

or writing a cheque. Talking about what you are writing also 

helps children learn.  

 

Try to make it fun, as if it isn’t fun they won’t want to try!  
 

 

How will your child learn to write? 
We have a mark-making area, where your child can choose 

from a range of pencils, pens, biros, paper, envelopes and 

pads and play at writing. We also have pens and paper of 

all kinds in many of our play areas. 

 

There are alphabet posters and examples of what we use 

writing for. Your child’s name card is always there for them to 

use. Remember, if your child wants to write their own name 

don’t use capitals. 

 

Your child will see adults writing throughout nursery,                

modelling how to write shopping lists, messages,             

greetings cards in play situations. We do not use              

worksheets or trace over letters as this is developmentally             

inappropriate for 3 and 4 year olds. 

 

We encourage mark-making throughout nursery, both           

indoors and outdoors, on small and large scales. Outside we 

have water and brushes and chunky chalks. 

 

We encourage children to ‘have a go’ and experiment with 

marks in their play. They love making signs, lists, plans, tickets, 

invitations...and we use opportunities which present               

themselves through play in order to encourage meaningful 

mark-making. 



 
Don’t worry if… 

 
 Your child isn’t holding their pencil properly—the 

bones in their hands are still developing. 

 

 

 They need fun experiences like squeezing play 

dough, popping bubble wrap and moulding sand 

to strengthen their hands. 

 

 Your child is forming letters the wrong way. At this 

early stage it is important to praise and value your 

child’s writing so they will keep trying. 

 

 Your child reverses letters—this is very common as 

children are still experimenting and becoming          

familiar with letter shapes. 

 

 Your child spells words wrongly—at first ‘having a 

go’ and enjoying writing is much more important.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Over emphasis on neat handwriting doesn’t help           

develop your child’s self-confidence and can make 

them worried about getting it wrong. If your child           

worries about getting it wrong, they’ll stop having a go. 

 

Stick their mark-making on the fridge door, even if it 

looks like a scribble to you—it shows your child that you 

are proud of their efforts. 

 

Look at their name with them, but don’t make them 

write it unless they are interested—if it seems like a 

chore, they won’t enjoy it. 

 

Read the lots of stories and read signs and posters that 

you see around you in everyday life—this helps children 

understand that print carries meaning and is useful. 
 

And remember…all children develop at           

different rates so try not to make comparisons 

with other children. 


